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MISSOURI MADE
BETTER INGREDIENTS
BETTER ICE CREAM
EVERY SINGLE TIME

Ice Cream Factory began in
Eldon, Missouri when the
husband and wife team of
shannon & Katie Imler
embarked on a new and
extraordinary ice cream
adventure.
With their son, Harrison, by
their side they have honed
the art of making the
industry's best ice cream.
the value of hard work,
determination, &
persistence have been
instilled from an early age
with shannon and katie
each being raised on a
family farm. these core
values have enabled ice
cream factory to become a
family favorite for
generations to come.
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OUR STORY
Shannon & Katie Imler’s vision of Ice Cream Factory became a reality on the
morning of April 5, 2019 in the small town of Eldon, Missouri. A fully
renovated small scoop shop beamed like a shining star in the middle of what
once was a dilapidated former Kraft Foods factory. After purchasing a
used small batch freezer that was declared “scrap metal” by the seller, 16
unique ice cream flavors were handcrafted. With a newborn baby in tow
and the company’s reputation on the line, the doors to Ice Cream Factory
were opened to an overwhelming amount of support from the community
and endless lines of ice cream fanatics.
Ice Cream Factory’s success was instant. It garnered the attention of folks
from the entire Midwest bringing in crowds from surrounding states to see
what the craze was all about. With the sole intention of bringing a fun
scoop shop to the community of Eldon, it came as a surprise when a much
larger business with multiple locations showed interest in also carrying
the Ice Cream Factory brand. After much deliberation the decision was made
to in fact sell to other businesses. The decision to wholesale was an
integral part of the company’s growth.
After an unbelievably successful 6 months in business, the Imler family
announced the opening of a second company owned scoop shop in
downtown Jefferson City, missouri. Having been a former Conoco service
station built in the 1950’s, the historical building chosen was the perfect
fit.

Knowledge gained from
the Eldon location was
vital to the success of
the Jefferson City
location. On a busy
corner lot on the
morning of February 29,
2020, Ice Cream Factory
Jefferson City opened to
a crowd so large that the
traffic flow on the
streets was affected for
days.

OUR STORY CONT.
For nearly a year, Ice Cream Factory thrived with two extremely busy scoop shops and
over 30 other stores hand scooping the highly coveted dessert! The happiness, success,
and smiling came to a screeching halt on March 11, 2020 as the world watched WHO
declare COVID-19 a global pandemic. One by one wholesale customers stopped ordering
tubs to scoop from. Each day less and less customers came into the scoop shops. With
very minimal income, a full staff, and the community watching, Ice Cream Factory made a
decision that would change it’s future forever.
By the end of March 2020, only “essential businesses” remained open. Essential
businesses became the sole focus and only hope for the future of Ice Cream Factory.
After a week of deliberation on how to move forward, Ice Cream Factory exhausted all
resources into packaging ice cream for retail in essential businesses. A team of
motivated and dedicated employees hand filled pints of ice cream knowing that their work
would bring smiles to countless families that were also trapped in the uncertainty of
the pandemic. With the company’s fate in the Imler’s ability to find retailers, they
traveled tirelessly from store to store asking each to carry their ice cream. With every
no, they knew they were just one closer to a yes. Although sometimes reluctant at first,
one by one stores got on board to retail Ice Cream Factory ice cream after sampling the
product.
Persistence and determination is what has led to the success of Ice Cream Factory. Those
core values will be fully displayed as Ice Cream Factory invests into the Lebanon, MO
community. Growing up on family farms, the Imler’s understand the perseverance the
dairy industry must go through every day. Ice cream makes you happy and Ice Cream
Factory is proud to bring endless smiles to Lebanon, Missouri.

FAQ's
what is the project address?
1201 Kansas St. Lebanon, Missouri
Why lebanon, missouri?
Laclede county has a rich history of dairy farming
which is the Backbone of our industry.
What spoke to you about this building?
Access to I-44 and our passion for historically
significiant properties caught our attention
what is the size of the new manufactoring facility?
86,000 square feet manufacturing plant Sitting on
12 acres with an additional 12 acres for future
expansion.
Is this location only a manufactoring plant?
We will actually have a full scale scoop shop within
the plant where our customers can eat their favorite
treat while watching the ice cream being made.
What products will you make?
Ice Cream...
how much product can your plant produce at full
capacity?
100 million pints per year
How many people will you employ?
130 jobs will be created.
When did you start ice cream factory?
April 5th, 2019
How many stores offer your ice cream?
As of january 1st, 2022 , we have over 1,000 retailers
carrying our ice cream
How many states is your ice cream sold in?
As of January 1st, 2022 , we are in 16 states.
What are your top 3 selling flavors
#1 Gooey butter cake #2 blackberry cobbler #3 tiger king

QUALITY IS
EVERYTHING.
TASTE THE
DIFFERENCE.
WHAT SETS US
APART
HANDMADE
INCLUSIONS BAKED
IN OUR BAKERY
HIGH BUTTERFAT
LOCALLY SOURCED
INGREDIENTS
FAMILY OWNED
BUSINESS

facilities

CURRENT MANUFACTURING PLANT &
SCOOP SHOP IN ELDON, MO.

SCOOP SHOP IN JEFFERSON CITY, MO

RENDERING OF NEW MANUFACTORING
FACILITY & SCOOP SHOP IN LEBANON, MO

We are absolutely thrilled about
this next step.
It would not have been possible without
the dedication of our employees, the hard
work from the city of lebanon, and our
amazing customers.
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